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Corrigendum

This corrigendum contains delegation and Secretariat corrections applying to the English text of the summary records of the meetings held by the Ad Hoc Committee on the World Disarmament Conference at its eighth session (A/AC.167/SR.37 to 40).

With the issuance of this corrigendum, the records of the above-mentioned meetings may be considered final.

37th meeting

Paragraph 13, line 8

After which delete alone

Paragraph 27

Replace the first sentence by the following text:

The representative of Poland had agreed that the current session should be relatively brief and that the finalizing of the report to the General Assembly should be discussed in September.

Line 10: replace the line by the following text:

wait until the September session after the meeting of the Preparatory Committee

Paragraph 35

Replace the first sentence by the following text:

77-57288 /...
The CHAIRMAN replied that the phrase in question concerned both the matter of consensus and that of maintaining contact with certain powers possessing nuclear weapons.

36th meeting

For Ninth session read Eighth session

Paragraph 11, line 1

For said that read noted with satisfaction that the leaders of Poland and Iran had very recently reiterated in their joint communiqué that the forthcoming special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament would be a significant step along the road to convening a world disarmament conference. He stressed that,

39th meeting

For Ninth session read Eighth session

Paragraph 17

Replace the second sentence by the following text:

Since 1917, following the October Revolution, the Soviet Union had advocated general disarmament and, increasingly supported by a number of other States, had made many proposals to that effect.

Line 16: for cover specific preparations for the conference read make concrete considerations for preparing and convening a world disarmament conference

Paragraph 18

Line 3: for concerning disarmament read concerning their preparedness for disarmament

Line 4: for envisaged measures read envisaged concepts and measures

Paragraphs 22 and 23

Invert the order of these paragraphs